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Westin is a British name synonymous with high quality, desirable cooker
hoods. We’ve been designing, manufacturing and caring for our customers
from our Huddersfield base in Yorkshire since 1921.

Westin Product

Westin Plus

Westin Bespoke

The Westin Product range of
cooker hoods offers a wide variety
of model type, many with a choice
of options and specification.

Westin Plus is a design and
performance service which
enables you to adapt Westin
Product hoods to your own
specification.

The Westin Bespoke consultation
service gives you the opportunity
to design a cooker hood to your
exact requirements.

Our customer service team is available
to guide you through the whole process
from choosing the most appropriate hood
for your kitchen through to ordering and
delivery. No job is too small nor too big
to advise upon.
The Westin service does not stop after
delivery as a comprehensive after sales
service is provided.

For example, the hood can be made to
any size, or the internal dimensions can
be changed. The hood can be painted,
lights can be removed or a different colour
of light used. The duct position can be
changed and motors can be upgraded.

If you require an unusual design of hood
or need optimum performance for your
cooker type and cooking style, or a
combination of design and performance,
then Westin Bespoke is for you.
If required, a technical site visit can be
arranged to give individual advice on the
ideal solution for your kitchen.

We make beautiful Cooker Hoods

RAL colour matched hood for Kitchen Solutions, Reading

bespoke hood for Bryan Turner Kitchen Furniture

stratus air

stratus compact

mirror clad hood for Laurence Pidgeon Kitchens

two hood installation for Acanthus Design

stratus 1200x800

stratus flush

bespoke wall mounted hood for Roundhouse

bespoke hood for Herrington Gate

cache modular (with concealed filters)

cache

Our Customer Service Team treat you as an

individual and care that the product you want is the
one that you need. Our team is available to advise and
support you both before and after you order and our
goal is to always ensure fresh air in every kitchen.

are Customer Service
Collaborate…
Our Product Designers work closely with Customer

Service and Manufacturing to create quality cooker
hoods, with optimum performance, specifically for
British kitchens. Creativity and experience combine to
produce stunning hoods that are designed to perform.

are Product Design
Hand-build.
Our Manufacturing Team take pride in each hood

are Manufacturing

made. Every product is precision built with attention to
detail. Our factory has state of the art machinery but
the difference is what we do by hand using traditional
methods including welding, folding, polishing, painting
and packing.

We are the Cooker Hood Specialists

Care…

www.westin.co.uk
sales@westin.co.uk
+44 (0) 1484 421585
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W. S. Westin Ltd
Phoenix Mills
Leeds Road
Huddersfield
HD1 6NG
United Kingdom
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